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Appendix 2 – ABNC Wetlands Science Experiments

Wetlands Prairie Discovery

Instructors:  You will be walking the students to the Prairie Platform, through
the identification area and out into the grasses.  Please have bug spray and
closed toe shoes.

Grades: 4 – 5th, but can be adapted to all ages.

Time: 3 hours

TEKS Correlation: 4.1A, 4.2B, 4.4A, 4.5A, 4.7B, 5.1A, 5.2B, 5.4A, 5.5A

Objectives:

♦ Learn the difference in plants that live in the forest and the prairie.

♦ Learn that the American prairie is endangered and why.

♦ Learn the characteristics of the prairie and why important.

♦ Learn what restoration is and how prairie restoration is done.

♦ Learn some of the animals that live on the prairie.

Supplies:

♦ Supplies

♦ Lesson plan for American Prairie

♦ Grass and wildflower/insect/bird/identification guides

♦ Soil and grass sample bags

♦ Sweep nets/hand lenses/white pans/collection jars

♦ For soil sampling: 1” PVC ½” pipe/hammer

♦ Flower and grass presses/blotter paper/rubber bands/scissors

♦ Binoculars

♦ Journals/tape/glue/pencils

Forest Plants

As you begin your walk to the prairie platform from the interpretive building,
you will pass the McGovern Discovery Area under construction.  Point out the
surrounding trees, vines and grasses, (palmettos, oaks, sphagnum mosses,
poison ivy, Arizona ash…) in order to contrast this with the flat grassland
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looming in the distance.  Show them the bold Golden Silk Spiders if they are
currently out.

Did You Know the American Prairie is Endangered?

When you approach the prairie, tell the students that 740 million acres of the
United States used to be covered in Prairie but less than 1% prairie land
remains.  Why do the students think that this rapid decline in prairie has
occurred? (Invasive species of trees such as the Chinese tallow tree, woody
vines and scrub trees, natural changes in the weather, but mostly
DEVELOPMENT).

Coastal Wetlands Prairie Characteristics

Coastal wetlands prairie such as is found here at ABNC is similar to the
Northern tallgrass prairie yet the species of wildflowers and grasses are
different.  The Coastal Prairie is also home to the endangered Attwater’s
Prairie Chicken, whose population currently rests at 52 individuals.  There is a
preserve for these birds in Texas City, TX and one near Eagle Lake.
Conservationists are trying to keep this species alive.  Many Native Indian
ceremonial dances are derived from the “booming” dances of the chickens in
Early January when their mating season begins.  You can show the children
this behavior and they enjoy being “chickens.”

Winter wetlands are exemplified in the coastal prairie.  The black, dense soil
in the prairie, often called “gumbo” works like a sponge when the rains come.
This soil, though hard to work, swells and absorbs a great deal of water, thus
preventing flooding.  The grasses help to hold it in place, so there is little
runoff.  When the soil dries out due to evaporation from the heat of the sun,
it cracks and shrinks becoming a self plowing field.

Prairie Restoration at ABNC

ABNC is currently experiencing a restoration project to bring back the acres
formerly occupied by coastal prairie grasses.  From time to time, you will
notice the grasses being mowed, then set afire.  This is part of the
“controlled burn” process.  Trained groups of firefighters and land managers
gather on just the right day to burn out an area of the prairie.  Why do you
think they do this? [Often lightening, Native Americans and farmers would
start a fire in the Prairie.  The fires eliminate many of the invasive species
that are competing for the food sources in the area.  If you have invasive
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plant species, you probably have invasive animal species, too.  In order to
maintain a grass dominant ecosystem, improve the soil with the ash from the
fires, remove woody underbrush and satisfy the seed dormancy requirements,
these controlled fires are started periodically.  The weather conditions must
be just right for this to happen.]  When a prairie has been burned, many
animals, plants, birds and insects will leave or hide, but most will return.

One example of the grazing animals on the prairie is the bison.  We are
anticipating the arrival of more bison here, soon.  Show the children the
bison.

Who Lives in the Prairie

Sweep Netting Activity.  Since more than grasses and bison exist in the
prairie, we’ll be taking a look at the insects that are dependent on the grasses
for survival.  It is easier to catch insects in the summer when they are in
season, but many are still around.  At this point, demonstrate the sweeping
techniques and do some catch and release exercises.  Talk about how the
animals here have adapted to living in the grasses.  (Camouflage, wings,
sounds, size, length of body parts…)

Standing still in the prairie in fall is a quiet and beautiful time of the year.
Just looking at the different grasses and wildflowers can be a wonderful
experience.  Gather a few samples with your class and go back to the
identification garden.  The students can glue or tape a small sample of the
different grasses in a journal or notebook to identify.  If you have some artists
in the group, they might like to do a drawing or sketch of the view.  There
have even been dances and music composed on a Prairie theme, (Martha
Graham and Aaron Copeland).

Birds & Binoculars Activity.  Use the binoculars to look for birds on the
prairie. Use the identification guides to determine the kind of birds seen.

Soil Samples. Talk about the necessity of good soil for things to grow.
Remember that plants are the only PRODUCERS.  Everything else is a
CONSUMER.  There are just different levels of consumers and finally, there
are the DECOMPOSERS.  It sounds like it could be the name of a band, but is
actually a necessary step in the finest breakdown of materials.  Decomposers
are bacteria and fungi.
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Hammer your soil sampler into the ground and twisting, withdraw a sample.
Have classmates try different areas.  Try to remove your sample in one piece
and place it on a piece of paper.  Compare the samples with those in your
class.  Look for color, texture, whether it is coarse or grainy, sand content,
clay content, if it is sticky.

Review by means of questions and answers.  Gather your supplies and return
to the class room and have everyone wash hands before dismissal.
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Bayou Studies

Grades: 5 – 6th grade, but can be adapted to all ages.

Time: 3 hours

TEKS Correlation: 5.1A, 5.2B, 5.4A, 5.5A, 6.1A, 6.2B, 6.4A, 6.5A, 6.7B

Objectives:

♦ Be able explain what factors influence the salinity of the bayou.

♦ Learn the importance of estuarine habitats.

♦ Test the water quality of the bayou using scientific equipment.

♦ Examine animals found in and on the bayou.

♦ Be able to list human-made stresses that threaten the balance of the bayou.

♦ Learn and practice observation skills.

Vocabulary:

♦ Bayou: a channel of water that flows slowly in both directions depending on
the tide and wind.

♦ Brackish water:  a mixture of salt and fresh water.

♦ Estuary: regions of interaction between rivers and nearshore ocean waters,
where tidal action and river flow create a mixing of fresh water and salt
water.

♦ Salinity: The salt content of the water.

♦ Turbidity: measures the clarity of the water; how much turbulence.

Supplies:

♦ Portable toilet (should be at boathouse)

♦ Copy of Bayou studies evaluation – 1 / student
Boat Activities

♦ Cast net - 1

♦ Binoculars – 1 / student

♦ Bird identification cards – 1 set

♦ Fish identification cards – 1 set

♦ Secchi disk - 1

♦ Copy of data sheet – 1 / student

♦ Copy of Armand Bayou map – 1 / student

♦ Checklist of birds – 1 / student
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♦ Checklist of fish – 1 / student
Shore Activities

♦ Core sampler – 1

♦ Seining net - 1

♦ Hip waders – 2 pairs

♦ Fish identification cards – 1 set

♦ 5 ‘ piece of sturdy string or thin rope – 1 / 2 students

♦ dip net – 1 / 2 students

♦ raw chicken pieces – 1 / student

 Procedure Outline

Time Activity

15
min.

15
min

Intro: Welcome everyone. Introduce yourself. Discuss any rules
and safety issues. As you walk to the restroom (they must be
given a chance to use the restroom) explain what ABNC is and
what is the purpose of the Nature Center.

Focus: Quickly walk down the boathouse road to the boathouse.
Along the way, give the students a brief introduction to what they
will be doing.  Let them know they will be divided into 2 groups
(if there is more than 12 students and chaperones). Let the group
know there is a portable toilet in the boathouse for any
emergencies. Once you are at the boathouse, divide the group
with the help of the chaperones.

55
min

Group A: Will board the pontoon boat and complete the “Boat
Activities”. (See below)

Group B:  Will walk down the shoreline and complete the “Shore
Activities”. (See below)

5
min.

Switch groups.

55
min.

Group B: Will board the pontoon boat and complete the “Boat
Activities”. (See below)

Group A:  Will walk down the shoreline and complete the “Shore
Activities”. (See below)
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10
min.

Gather all materials and students together.

25
min.

Closure: Walk back to the Education building.  Review what the
students have learned along the way. Compare measurements
taken from different sites and specimens caught in different sites.
Ask students to discuss the different findings. Ask students to fill
out the Bayou studies evaluation form.

Detailed Procedure

Boat Activities
1. At two different sites on the bayou take the following measurements:

water temperature, depth, turbidity, salinity and oxygen levels. Record
this information onto the data sheet.

2. Use the bird identification cards to identify birds observed; binoculars
are available for a closer look. Record information on bird checklist.

3. Throw a cast net and use fish identification cards to identify fish that
are caught, then release them. Record information on fish checklist.

Shore Activities
1. Let 2 students at a time wear the waders and go seining. Give every

student the opportunity to sein. Use the fish identification cards to id
the fish. Record information on fish checklist. Release the fish back into
the water.

2. Put students in pairs. Give each pair of students a long string, a dip net
and two pieces of chicken. One student dangles the chicken in the
water, when they feel a tug, pull it up and the other student will net
the crab. With the help of the teacher observe the crab (see attached)
as close as possible then release it. Then the students will switch jobs in
hopes that each student will get to pull up a crab.

3. From the boat house area take the following measurements: water
temperature, depth, turbidity, salinity and oxygen levels. Record this
information onto the data sheet as site one or site three depending on
when you go on the boat.
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Nature Discovery - Using Senses to Explore the ABNC Forest

Grades:  K – 1st

Time: 1 hour

Objectives:

♦ Be able to define habitat.

♦ Use their senses to explore the forest.

♦ Be introduced to some plants and animals that live at the Nature Center.

Vocabulary:

♦ Adaptation: a body part or behavior that aids in surviving in a specific
environment.

♦ Camouflage: a means of blending in with the surroundings.

♦ Decomposing: the physical and chemical breakdown of organic material as
in a dead tree being broken down into soil with the help of insects and
fungus.

♦ Forest: a habitat made up of mostly trees.

♦ Food chain: the transfer of energy from the source in plants through a
series of animals, with repeated eating and being eaten.

♦ Habitat: the space where an organism lives and finds food, water, shelter
and space.

♦ Predator: an animal that hunts and eats other animals.

♦ Prey: an animal that is hunted and eaten.

Supplies:

♦ magnifying hand lens – 1 / student

♦ pictures of animals that live in the forest
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 Procedure Outline

Time Activity

 5 min

10
min

Intro: Welcome everyone, introduce yourself and explain
what a volunteer is. Discuss any rules or safety issues. As
you walk to your class location explain what ABNC is and
what is the purpose of the Nature Center.

Focus: Introduce the concept of habitat. Observe different
habitats as you walk to your class location.

5 min Show students pictures of animals that live in the forest.

25
min

Take a hike into the forest. Define a forest. Encourage
students to look in all directions for animal shelters. Give
each student a hand lens and guide them to interesting
things to look at. Find a dead log on the ground that is
decomposing. Let students touch and smell the decaying
wood (try to find one that is already turning into soil). Ask
students if it smells like dirt. Help students notice all the
insects on the log. Explain decomposing.

10
min

Give students the opportunity to use their sense of hearing
and sight by doing “Sounds and Colors” (see attached).

5 min Closure: review and walk to the lobby in the education
building.


